BASS (KICK) DRUM
MIC 1
-The Shure Beta 52A pictured (a supercardioid dynamic mic) emphasizes the low resonance of the drum.
-It should be placed at 6-inch cutout of the resonant head on the bass (kick) drum. If the drum does not
have a cut-out, place 2-3 inches away from resonant head of drum in similar position for less resonance, or
on-axis with the beater for more resonance.
-The grill of the mic should be inserted about halfway up grill towards blue ring (as pictured below).
-The idea is to let the low freq. wave fully develop. Most kick drums are 18” deep and 22” wide (the current
standard size), so mic placement is typically consistent.
MIC 2
-The Shure Beta 91 (a cardioid condenser mic) emphasizes the attack of the batter head.
-Ideal placement is inside drum, on a pillow or other cushioning surface, 1-6 inches from beater head.
-BLEND THE TWO MICS TOGETHER AT THE MIXER FOR A HUGE KICK DRUM SOUND.

Shure Beta 52A

SNARE
-Placement ideal for the Shure SM-57 (a cardioid dynamic mic)
and the Shure Beta 57 (a supercardioid dynamic mic).
-Place grill of mic approx. 0-2 inches inside the perimeter of
the hoop (rim) and approx. 1-2 inches above the batter head of the
snare facing towards the center of the head.
-Mic should be at a 45-degree angle.
-Use Beta 57 for better rear/side noise rejection from Hi Hats.
-A second SM-57 may be placed in same position on resonating head of snare, perpendicular
to the snares. If used, bottom snare mic phase must be inverted
-Sennheiser e906 used 3-5cm above batter head at 30-60 degrees
-Note: Pictured angle produces more fundamental tones with fewer overtones.
Place at roughly 80-90 degrees and closer to the rim produces a less
fundamental tone with more overtones.

Sennheiser e906 mic placement below

HI HATS
-Placement ideal for cardioid condenser mics like the Shure SM-81 and the Sennheiser e914.
-The idea is to pick up the rhythmic detail and sizzle from the top of the cymbal as well as a little of
the air current from the “chuck” (when the cymbals close together). If too much of the air current is
directed into mic, unwanted interference noise will occur.
-Mic should be placed opposite drummer so it’s out of the way, facing towards the center of the
cymbals.
-Note: The first picture emphasizes more chuck, the second picks up less chuck.

TOMS
-Placement is roughly the same as on snare, depending on the mic used.
-Be careful about placement of mic on floor tom nearest the ride cymbal. Make sure (as much as
possible) that the grill of the mic is not facing the ride cymbal. Try to angle it away from the ride
cymbal while still correctly positioning the mic on the tom. This may require a slight adjustment of the
tom or ride stand (while still accommodating the comfort of the drummer.)
-If using the Shure SM-57 for toms, use one mic on each tom, or between each pair of toms (if short
on mics – as at bottom of page), approx. 3-4 inches above batter heads. Aim each microphone at top
drum heads at 45-degree angle. On double head toms, you can also remove bottom head and place
a mic inside pointing up toward top drum head.
-The Sennheiser MD-421 will have a slightly different placement

OVERHEAD DRUM MICS
-It is very common to use several mono microphones on individual drums along with a stereo pair of
“overheads”. The overhead mics translate the kit as a whole instrument, often emphasizing the
cymbals along with a certain amount of “room” ambience depending on their position. The pictures
below serve as a rough point of reference for distance between mics, height, and placement relative
to kit.

ELECTRIC GUITAR CABS & BASS CABS (Sennheiser e906 pictured below

